
 
 

Joint Estate Planning/Professional Responsibility PRMCLE Program 
Webinar 

September 23, 2020 

 

12:00 PM – 1:00 PM Welcome/Announcements and Introduction 
Angela Iaria, Estate Planning and Probate Section Chair 

 All the Queen's Horses - The Defrauding of Dixon - Breach of 
Attorney and Accountant Ethics 

  
 Speakers: Clifford Scott-Rudnick, Attorney at Law  

 
Speaker Bio – see attached 
 
Program Summary 
Clifford Scott-Rudnick will moderate the program where attendees 
will watch a documentary, All The Queen's Horses (November, 2017), 
and stop at each point the attorneys, accountants, and elected officials 
are faced with an ethical dilemma under the ABA Model Rules and 
the Illinois Attorney Rules of Professional conduct, as well as Illinois 
Accountant and CPA Codes of Conduct. We will discuss and analyze 
several issues raised by the presenter and the attendees. Attendees will 
try to determine the similarities and differences of the ethical 
obligations of both professions, especially if the individual is dually 
licensed by both professions. 
 
Thank you to Arboretum Wealth & Trust Management for 
sponsoring the film rights for this program. 

  

 



 
 

 
Link to Evaluation  Evaluation must be completed in order to receive PRMCLE credit.  
    https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/EstateandProfResp09232020  

 

Next Meeting: Estate Planning - October 28, 2020 – Judges’ Panel, Judge Gibson and 
Judge Diamond  

 Professional Responsibility – October 26th – Conflicts of Interest in 
Civil Cases and Estate & Probate Cases, Dan Konicek, Konicek & 
Dillon PC and Carrie Buddingh, Momkus LLC 
 

DCBA Membership 

Please note that all unpaid memberships are now suspended. Non-members do not receive 
credit for DCBA CLE programs so call the Bar Center if you have questions regarding your 
membership or if you wish to renew. 
 
The Friday Files 

The DCBA Law Practice Management and Technology Section invites you to subscribe to The 
Friday Files which you can find in the handouts for today’s program. This newsletter consists of 
links to articles, blog posts, podcasts and technology reviews that will help you improve the 
management of your law practice. Join the Law Practice Section on your DCBA member profile 
so you don’t miss this valuable benefit. You can find a catalog of all issues of The Friday Files at 
www.dcba.org/thefridayfiles.  
 
COVID Relief Fund 

The DCBA and the DuPage Bar Foundation have established an assistance fund for lawyers 
facing personal hardship due to the downturn in work caused by the COVID-19 
pandemic.  Please help us promote the availability of this fund, and, if you are in need, please 
submit a confidential application at www.dcba.org/reliefapply.  Donations to the fund are also 
welcome at www.dcba.org/reliefdonate.”  
 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/EstateandProfResp09232020
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/EstateandProfResp09232020
http://www.dcba.org/thefridayfiles
http://www.dcba.org/thefridayfiles
http://www.dcba.org/reliefapply
http://www.dcba.org/reliefapply
http://www.dcba.org/reliefdonate
http://www.dcba.org/reliefdonate


 
 

Earn CLE Online! 

DCBA OnDemand CLE is Now Powered by IICLE The Illinois Institute for Continuing Legal 
Education (IICLE®) and the DuPage County Bar Association (DCBA) are excited to offer a new 
IICLE®Share collaboration to provide DCBA members a high quality and reliable online 
learning experience.  Members can find the link to The Illinois Institute for Continuing Legal 
Education (IICLE) on the DCBA website under “Legal Community”OnDemand CLE Online 
CLE Catalog. You must be logged into your DCBA Membership Profile in order to view courses 
for free or at a reduced price. 
 

View & Print CLE Certificates through the DCBA Website: 

Manage Profile -> Professional Development (under content & features) and choose the icon to 
the left of each meeting to print your certificate directly or choose to have them emailed to you 
to save to your computer (you MUST be logged in to view this feature) 
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Barb Mendralla

From: Tim Doyle <tdoyle@dcba.org>
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2020 9:30 AM
To: Barb Mendralla
Subject: The Friday Files - Sept. 18

  

  

 The Friday Files 
 

  
 

 

  

 

DuPage County Bar Association Law Practice Management and 
Technology Section 

September 18, 2020

 LAW PRACTICE MANAGEMENT 

 How to Set Up a Lean Law Firm 
 5 Legal Marketing Tips to Stay Above Your Competitors 
 5 Ways to Handle Uncertainty 
 Calling All Lawyer Mom Owners 
 The Unique Challenges of Protecting A Law Firm Brand 
 Onboarding New Associates 

LEGAL TECHNOLOGY 

 Reach more legal clients with multimedia messaging including videos and 
photos 

 New Cloud Deposition Platform Offers Real-Time Transcription, HD Video, 
and Tagging 

 Four Principles for Better Legal Technology 
 Making a Formula in Excel 
 Five Mistakes to Avoid When Building Legal Apps 
 Michael Volkov on Tech, Software & Data Analysis in Compliance Programs

  
       
   
 Questions? Please contact staff liaison, Tim Doyle at tdoyle@dcba.org or 630-653-7779. 
  
 

 

  

 

  
  

 

DuPage County Bar Association 
126 W. County Farm Road 
Wheaton, IL 60187 
Ph 630-653-7779 Fx 630-653-7870 
bar@dcba.org/www.dcba.org  

 

 

    

 If you wish to unsubscribe, click here. 
Unsubscribing will prevent you from receiving emails from this section in the future. 

 

  
         

 



 

  

Clifford Scott-Rudnick 
Attorney At Law 
3049 N Seminary Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60657 
Phone: 773-569-0232 
E-mail: scottrudnicklaw@gmail.com  
BA, Knox College 
JD, IIT/Chicago-Kent College of Law 

  

  

  

 

Clifford Scott-Rudnick has been a lawyer in Illinois for over 40 years with membership in the Chicago, Du 
Page, Illinois, and American Bar Associations. He is a member of the Center for Professional Responsibility 
Section of the American Bar Association (ABA) and the Association of Continuing Legal Education (ACLEA). 
He is the director and past president of the Land Trust Council of Illinois; serves as president of the South 
Suburban Estate Planning Council; and is chair of the Land Trust Committee, a subcommittee of the Real 
Estate, Trust and Estate Section of the ABA.  He currently serves as the CLE Committee Chair for The 
Decalogue Society of Lawyers, Chicago, and is on the CLE Committee for the ABA Center of Professional 
Responsibility.  Prior careers include union organizing, labor law and workers compensation practice, and bank 
trust officer. Cliff has lectured at seminars for many bar groups and community forums, including the Trial 
Attorneys of America, Bradley University, National Alzheimer's Association, the American Bankers 
Association/American Institute of Banking, and the Florida State Bar Association Real Estate Section. Other 
volunteer activities include serving as vice president and director for the North Side Community Federal Credit 
Union, Junior Achievement volunteer instructor, Temple Sholom of Chicago board director, and is a former 
member of the Fiduciary Advisory Board for the Illinois Commission of Banks, Trusts, and Real Estate. He has 
partnered with fellow attorney Richard Adler in developing and presenting Professionalism CLE seminars using 
popular movies and television programs to stimulate discussion on professional responsibility, diversity, 
addiction and professionalism. 

Cliff was a full-time Assistant Professor at The John Marshall Law School from 2009 to 2018 and was an 
Adjunct Professor there for 25 years before that. He was appointed Visiting Professor from 2007-2009.  He has 
taught courses in Professional Responsibility, Labor Law, Law Practice Management for Solo and Small Firm 
Practitioners, Trusts and Estates, and Legal Writing. He also taught U.S. Legal Research and Writing to 
Chinese attorneys at the State Intellectual Property Office Training Center in Beijing during the summer of 
2009. Scott-Rudnick appeared as an expert witness in February 2013 for the defense at the Rehearing 
Proceedings after former police officer Drew Peterson was found guilty of murder in Joliet, Illinois. 

Professor Scott-Rudnick helped coordinate and spoke at CLE programs at John Marshall during his years there, 
and continues to present at venues in both Illinois and Florida. 
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All The Queen's Horses - 1 hour presentation cuts
Scene Notes

1 - Play
Main Titles & 
Intro

0:00 to 
12:42  Arrest, Interview, Confession, Mayor's Apology, to The Scheme 13

2 - Skip
Dixon Residents 
Shocked

12:42 to 
22:29

They thought she inherited the money and was extremely generous to the 
town, horse' names were clue. "I'm In The Money, Too". "Packin' Jewels." 
Local High School Grad & from neighborhood.

   

3 - Play
What Most 
Embezzlers Do

22:29 to 
25:26 Comparing Dixon & Sterling Budgets 3

 

4 - Skip Rita's History
25:26 to 
31:00

She grew up in Dixon, loved horses, was city intern in H.S., worked there 
ever since. Just a normal kid.

5 - Play Sentencing
31:00 to 
37:00 19 years.  $58 Million restitution. It will take her forever to pay it back. 6

6 - Skip Dixon Changes
37:00 to 
42:00

Mayor challenged in Council and on radio by townspeople.  They change 
form of government. 

7 - Play

Results, 
Conclusions and 
Lessons 

42:00 to 
1:09:00

 What Internal Auditing does and doesn't do.  Duties separated. Who 
should have known? Fifth Third and Clifton Accountants CPA's  found 
liable.  27

49



Links to Rules of Professional Conduct 

 

Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct  

http://www.illinoiscourts.gov/SupremeCourt/Rules/Art_VIII/ArtVIII_NEW.htm#order 

 

 

AICPA Code of Professional Conduct  

https://pub.aicpa.org/codeofconduct/Ethics.aspx  

 

http://www.illinoiscourts.gov/SupremeCourt/Rules/Art_VIII/ArtVIII_NEW.htm#order
http://www.illinoiscourts.gov/SupremeCourt/Rules/Art_VIII/ArtVIII_NEW.htm#order
https://pub.aicpa.org/codeofconduct/Ethics.aspx
https://pub.aicpa.org/codeofconduct/Ethics.aspx


 

 

Whistleblowing Attorney Can Use Privileged 
Information as Evidence in Retaliation 
Case, Court Rules 
March 3, 2017 

SHARE 

Signup for Newsletter 

When an in-house attorney’s duty of confidentiality to a company seems to conflict with 
whistleblower protections, which rules prevail? In a December 2016 decision in Wadler v. Bio–
Rad Laboratories, Inc., a California federal district court ruled that, at least under the 
federal Sarbanes Oxley (SOX) and Dodd-Frank acts, federal whistleblower protections can 
take precedence. Wadleris a long-running case that also produced a noteworthy decision in 2015, 
when the court ruled that plaintiff Sanford Wadler, former General Counsel for the defendant 
employer Bio-Rad, could bring SOX and Dodd-Frank claims against individual directors of the 
company (see our previous coverage here). 

Following the 2015 decision, the case proceeded to trial. At the eleventh hour, the defendant 
Bio-Rad sought to exclude much of Wadler’s evidence on the grounds that it falls under the 
attorney-client privilege. Wadler made several arguments as to why the evidence should not be 
considered privileged, and the reasoning set out in the court’s ruling provides helpful instruction 
to other attorney whistleblowers who must navigate complicated ethical rules related to 
disclosures. 

State Law vs. Federal Common Law 

The first issue the court addressed was whether state law or federal common law on attorney-
client obligations applies in Wadler’s case.  The court noted that “because of the overlap between 
Wadler’s retaliation claims under state law and federal law,” federal common law governed the 
case, as provided by Rule 501 of the Federal Rules of Evidence.  Rule 501 simply states that, in 
the absence of guidance from the Constitution, a federal statute, or “rules prescribed by the 
Supreme Court,” then “[t]he common law—as interpreted by United States courts in the light of 
reason and experience—governs a claim of privilege….”  Although Bio-Rad acknowledged that 
federal common law applied, the company argued that the court should follow California 
Supreme Court cases that barred attorneys from relying on privileged information for state law 
whistleblower claims.  The court rejected this argument on the grounds that the controlling case 
on this question, Van Asdale v. International Game Technology, established that state rules 
concerning attorney-client privilege do not apply to federal whistleblower claims.    

https://www.kmblegal.com/newsletter-signup
https://www.kmblegal.com/newsletter-signup
http://www.kmblegal.com/resources/sarbanes-oxley
http://www.kmblegal.com/resources/financial-industry-whistleblower
http://www.kmblegal.com/sec-whistleblower-blog/court-confirms-individual-liability-directors-under-sox-dodd-frank
https://www.law360.com/articles/881739/bio-rad-fired-gc-for-fcpa-leak-jury-told-at-trial-s-start


Whistleblower Lawyers and Privileged Information 

Following Van Asdale, the Wadler court ultimately determined that the “reason and experience” 
of federal common law regarding attorney-client privilege permitted Wadler to use evidence for 
his retaliation claim that would likely have been barred by state law. The court pointed to 
language in Rule 1.6 of Model Rule of Professional Conduct, cited favorably by several federal 
courts of appeals, allowing lawyers to reveal confidential or privileged information “to the extent 
the lawyer reasonably believes necessary…to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the 
lawyer in a controversy between the lawyer and the client….” The court explained that court 
procedures that protect any kind of confidential information – such as filing evidence under seal 
so that it is not publicly accessible – are sufficient “special measures…[to ensure] that such 
evidence is admitted only when plaintiff’s belief that it is necessary to prove a claim or defense 
is reasonable.” 

SOX Preempts State Ethical Rules 

For the reasons above, the court in Wadler followed precedent from the Ninth, Third, Fifth, and 
First Circuit Courts of Appeal in ruling that federal common law allows in-house attorneys to use 
privileged and confidential materials under certain circumstances in support of a whistleblower 
retaliation claim. In determining that federal rules trump state restrictions on such information, 
the court also ruled that an SEC regulation implementing SOX preempts state ethical rules for 
privilege, as well. This regulation, the “Standards of Professional Conduct for Attorneys,” 
permits an attorney to use her employer’s internal reporting process “in connection with any 
investigation, proceeding, or litigation in which the attorney’s compliance with [SOX] is in 
issue,” regardless of whether state ethics rules for attorneys otherwise bar such disclosures. 

Takeaways from Wadler 

Wadler illustrates the unique difficulties and legal hurdles that in-house attorneys face in 
bringing whistleblower retaliation claims. As the court observed, Wadler’s legal claim survived 
because it arose under federal law – had he attempted to use the same evidence in support of a 
California state law whistleblower claim in state court, he may well have been unable to proceed. 
What privilege law governs in a particular case, and what other laws might apply, varies by state 
and by federal jurisdiction. In-house attorneys (and their employment lawyers) in retaliation 
cases should carefully examine the relevant law on this matter to navigate inevitable disputes 
over privileged information that defendant employers will continue to raise. 

 

 

https://www.kmblegal.com/whistleblower-blog/whistleblowing-attorney-can-use-privileged-
information-evidence-retaliation-case 



Lawyers Seeking Federal 
Whistleblower Bounties in 

Violation of State Ethics Rules

43d National Conference on Professional Responsibility

Professor Nancy J. Moore

Boston University School of Law



Financial Rewards for Attorney-
Whistleblowers
• Federal Whistleblower “Bounties” 

• False Claims Act
• Insider-relator brings lawsuit on behalf of federal govn’t against current or former 

employer alleging fraud on gov’t
• If successful, whistleblower entitled to percentage of recovery

• Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
• Whistleblower files tip (anonymously) with SEC
• SEC investigates and if SEC successfully brings enforcement action yielding over $1 

million, whistleblower collects percentage of award (remains anonymous to company 
and public)

• SEC administers whistleblower bounty program with little judicial oversight



When State Ethics Rules Prohibit Atty-
Whistleblowing: Confidentiality and Loyalty
• Confidentiality

• Model Rule 1.6: disclosure permitted to prevent, mitigate, rectify client crimes or frauds when Ls 
services used

• Variety of state confidentiality rules:
• NJ—disclosure permitted to prevent or rectify both future and past crimes or frauds
• NY---disclosure permitted to prevent future crimes only
• RI---no disclosure to prevent or rectify economic crimes or frauds

• Loyalty (conflicts of interest)
• Current clients---(L unlikely to file against current employer)
• Former clients

• Rule 1.9(a)---no representation materially adverse to former client in same or 
substantially related matter

• Issue---does 1.9(a) apply if L-relator does not “represent” US govn’t in l-c relationship? 
• US ex rel FLPA v. Quest Diagnostics (SDNY 2011): 1.9(a) violated even if L had permission 

to disclose, (aff’d 2d Cir. 2013, but did not reach 1.9 issue). 



Does FCA preempt state ethics code 
provisions preventing atty whistleblowing?

• FCA cases: 

• No express or implied preemption; Ls must follow state ethics rules—SCOTUS says in areas of 
trad’l state regulation, presumption against preemption---must be “clear and manifest” 
Congressional purpose to overcome presumption 

• US ex rel Doe v. X Corp (ED Va 1994); US ex rel FLPA v. Quest Diagnostics (2d Cir. 2013); 
US ex rel Holmes v. Northrup Grumman (SD Miss 2015)

• But….
• SCOTUS cases unclear on application of “obstacle preemption”
• nonlawyer FCA cases suggest may be some preemption if state law substantially 

frustrates federal purpose (refusal to permit state law counterclaims for, e.g., breach of 
confidentiality agreements)

• FLPA : NY rule does not frustrate federal purpose   



• Variety of state confidentiality rules

• NY---disclosure permitted to prevent future crimes only
• FLPA: L-relator disqualified because of too much disclosure of past crimes
• NY rule does not frustrate federal purpose (really???)

• RI---no disclosure to prevent or rectify economic crimes or frauds

• State loyalty rules---conflicts of interest
• FLPA: 1.9(a) violated even if L permitted to disclose under 1.6
• Doesn’t this substantially frustrate purpose of FCA?



Are Lawyers Different?

• Lawyer codes versus state contract and fiduciary law
• Lawyers role as corporate gatekeepers and monitors



 
 

 

Rita Crundwell 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
Jump to navigationJump to search 

Rita A. Crundwell 

Born 

Rita A. Humphrey 

January 10, 1953 (age 65) 

Dixon, Illinois 

Residence Dixon, Illinois 

Occupation Accountant, horse breeder 

Criminal 

charge 
Wire fraud (embezzlement) 

Criminal 

penalty 

19 years 7 months imprisonment, 

forfeiture of $53.7 million 

Criminal 

status 

Imprisoned at Federal Correctional 

Institution, Pekin; projected release date of 

March 5, 2030 

Conviction(s)  November 14, 2012 (pleaded guilty) 

Rita A. Crundwell (born January 10, 1953) was the appointed comptroller and treasurer of 
Dixon, Illinois, from 1983 to 2012, and the admitted operator of what is believed to be the largest 
municipal fraud in American history. She was fired in April 2012 after discovery she had 
embezzled $53.7 million from the city over 22 years to support her championship American 
Quarter Horse breeding operation.[1][2][3] She pleaded guilty to her crimes and was sentenced to 
nearly 20 years in prison.[4]  



Crundwell's Quarter Horse breeding operation, RC Quarter Horses, was one of the best-known in 
the country; her horses won 52 world championships and she was named the leading owner by 
the American Quarter Horse Association for eight consecutive years prior to her arrest.[5][6]  

 

Early life and career 

Born Rita Humphrey, the daughter of Ray and Caroline Humphrey,[7] she grew up on her family's 
farm near Dixon[6] and in 1970, a year before graduating from Dixon High School,[6] began 
working at the Dixon City Hall as a work-study student.[4] She began showing quarter horses in 
1978. She married engineering tech Jerry L. Crundwell in 1974, while working as a secretary for 
Dixon's mayor; they divorced in 1986.[7]  

In 1983 Crundwell was appointed the treasurer/comptroller for Dixon, and she worked in this 
capacity for almost three decades.[4][6][8] She acquired a sterling reputation; for instance in 2011 
one of the city commissioners praised Crundwell for her stewardship of city finances, saying 
"she looks after every tax dollar as if it were her own."[9]  

Embezzlement 

On December 8, 1990; Crundwell opened a secret bank account named RSCDA (Reserve Sewer 
Capital Development Account), making it appear to be a city account. She was the only 
signatory. She would have money deposited into another account called the Capital Development 
Fund, create false state invoices, and then write checks from the fund payable to "Treasurer," 
which she would deposit into the RSCDA account. According to federal investigators, this 
relatively uncomplicated scheme continued for 22 years.[4][10]  

On average, Crundwell stole nearly $2.5 million per year from the city. In 1991 she stole 
$181,000, while in 2008 alone she managed to embezzle $5.8 million from a city with an annual 
budget of $8-9 million.[4][11] She not only used the money to finance her Quarter Horse operation, 
but also to support a lifestyle well beyond her $80,000 city salary. Among other things, she 
bought several cars, a second house and a million-dollar motorhome.[12]  

Crundwell covered up her embezzlement by claiming the city's frequent budget shortfalls were 
due to the state being late in paying the city its share of tax revenue.[13] She forced city 
departments to make drastic service cuts in order to keep the budget within reason. As a result, 
employees went two years or more without raises and the police department couldn't get new 
radios.[14] The most visible effect, however, was on street maintenance. The city was forced to lay 
off three of its nine street repair workers and cut the rate of maintenance. In the decade prior to 
Crundwell's arrest, only 65 blocks of road were repaired or replaced.[9]  

For most of Crundwell's tenure, residents trusted her despite the city's straitened economic 
picture. They assumed that either she inherited wealth and/or that her award-winning quarter 
horse breeding business was profitable in its own right. By the late 2000s, with the financial 



crisis and economic recession, as city maintenance and equipment suffered, there were some 
suspicions that she was stealing money, which went as high as Mayor James G. Burke. However, 
the city's outside auditors, Clifton Gunderson (now CliftonLarsonAllen after merging with 
LarsonAllen in 2012) and local accountant Sam Card, dismissed his concerns, as they presumed 
that Crundwell was honest and signed off on Crundwell's financial statements annually without 
concern. For small American cities similar to Dixon, lack of sufficient outside audits was a 
recurring problem, as third-party auditors at best could only give limited attention. For most of 
her tenure as comptroller, Crundwell had nearly complete control over the city's accounts, while 
few if any city employees had access to the city financial statements.[4]  

Caught and arrested 

In the fall of 2011, while Crundwell was on an extended vacation, city clerk and acting 
comptroller Kathe Swanson discovered the RSCDA account with 179 deposits and associated 
checking activity.[6] Swanson did not recognize the account as a legitimate city account. She 
alerted Burke, who contacted the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). The fraud continued for 
six more months, as Burke and Swanson (whose payroll was controlled by Crundwell) remained 
silent while the FBI built their case.[10]  

Crundwell arrived for work on April 17, 2012 to find FBI agents waiting for her. She was 
arrested later that day and was indicted by a federal grand jury for embezzling $30 million from 
the city during the previous six years.[5][10][15] She was charged with one count of wire fraud and 
released on $4,500 bail the next day.[16][17] On May 2, 2012, a superseding indictment charged her 
with embezzling $53 million over the prior 22 years.  

On November 14, 2012, Crundwell pleaded guilty before Judge Philip Reinhard to a single count 
of wire fraud.[18] As part of the deal, she also admitted to money laundering by using the stolen 
money to finance her Quarter Horse operation. She was required to forfeit more than $53.7 
million in cash, assets and possessions, equivalent to the amount she stole, which is being used to 
make full restitution to the city.[13] She reportedly told FBI agents that some of the money was 
spent on her horses and their upkeep. Prosecutors sought the forfeiture of her horse farm and 300 
horses, in addition to her three homes and a luxury motor vehicle.[5] Prosecutors later discovered 
that Crundwell's crimes had begun as early as 1988, when she siphoned off $25,000 from the 
Dixon Sister City program over two years.[1] Had she not pleaded guilty, she would have faced 
additional charges of bank fraud, wire fraud and money laundering that could have sent her to 
prison for the rest of her life.  

The following month, Dixon's new finance director said that the city had seen an almost $3 
million rebound since Crundwell's arrest, but that the operating budget was still off by $16.6 
million.[19] It was also reported that Dixon lost $30 million in operating funds over the prior 
decade.[19] The city sued its outside auditors, as well as the city's banker, Fifth Third Bank, for 
ignoring numerous red flags in Crundwell's actions. In September 2013, the auditors and Fifth 
Third agreed to pay the city $40 million in a settlement, while the auction of Crundwell's assets 
brought in over $9 million.[20]  



At sentencing on February 14, 2013, prosecutors sought the maximum sentence of 20 years in 
federal prison. Their case was bolstered by testimony from Moore and city staffers that 
Crundwell used dramatic analogies to force spending cuts in order to cover up her theft, which 
left Dixon unable to provide the most basic services. The defense asked for 13 years, saying that 
Crundwell had cooperated with authorities in recovering the money. Ultimately, Reinhard 
sentenced Crundwell to 19 years and 7 months in prison, close to what prosecutors had sought. 
Reinhard noted that she put her passion for raising horses ahead of the needs of the city residents 
who had entrusted her with their funds, and that a significant prison term was required to restore 
public confidence. Reinhard was so disgusted with Crundwell's behavior that he revoked her bail 
and remanded her to custody rather than allow her to self-report to prison.[4][1][9][21] Crundwell 
appealed the sentence, claiming that it was too draconian. However, the Seventh Circuit Court of 
Appeals upheld the sentence in November.[9]  

On September 20, 2012, Crundwell was also indicted on 60 state counts of theft, alleging that 
she stole $11.2 million from April 2010 right until the day before she was arrested on federal 
charges. Burke and Lee County State's Attorney Henry Dixon said the state charges, which 
carried a minimum of six years per count, were a backup in case Crundwell was acquitted on the 
federal charges.[22] The state charges were dropped in April 2013. Dixon's successor as state's 
attorney, Anna Sacco-Miller, said that it did not make sense to spend taxpayer money on 
prosecuting Crundwell, as there were virtually no assets left for the state to seize (though Henry 
Dixon had initially said he had no plans to seize assets from her). Sacco-Miller also said that 
because Illinois sentencing guidelines require state and federal sentences to run concurrently, 
Crundwell would likely serve out any sentence imposed at the state level while she was still in 
federal prison.[23][24]  

The case was profiled on CNBC's American Greed, as well as on CBC's The Fifth Estate, and is 
the subject of the 2017 documentary All the Queen's Horses by Kartemquin Films.[25]  

Crundwell is currently incarcerated at Federal Correctional Institution, Pekin in Pekin, Illinois.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Whistleblowing Attorney Can Use Privileged 
Information as Evidence in Retaliation 
Case, Court Rules 
March 3, 2017 

SHARE 

Signup for Newsletter 

When an in-house attorney’s duty of confidentiality to a company seems to conflict with 
whistleblower protections, which rules prevail? In a December 2016 decision in Wadler v. Bio–
Rad Laboratories, Inc., a California federal district court ruled that, at least under the 
federal Sarbanes Oxley (SOX) and Dodd-Frank acts, federal whistleblower protections can 
take precedence. Wadleris a long-running case that also produced a noteworthy decision in 2015, 
when the court ruled that plaintiff Sanford Wadler, former General Counsel for the defendant 
employer Bio-Rad, could bring SOX and Dodd-Frank claims against individual directors of the 
company (see our previous coverage here). 

Following the 2015 decision, the case proceeded to trial. At the eleventh hour, the defendant 
Bio-Rad sought to exclude much of Wadler’s evidence on the grounds that it falls under the 
attorney-client privilege. Wadler made several arguments as to why the evidence should not be 
considered privileged, and the reasoning set out in the court’s ruling provides helpful instruction 
to other attorney whistleblowers who must navigate complicated ethical rules related to 
disclosures. 

State Law vs. Federal Common Law 

The first issue the court addressed was whether state law or federal common law on attorney-
client obligations applies in Wadler’s case.  The court noted that “because of the overlap between 
Wadler’s retaliation claims under state law and federal law,” federal common law governed the 
case, as provided by Rule 501 of the Federal Rules of Evidence.  Rule 501 simply states that, in 
the absence of guidance from the Constitution, a federal statute, or “rules prescribed by the 
Supreme Court,” then “[t]he common law—as interpreted by United States courts in the light of 
reason and experience—governs a claim of privilege….”  Although Bio-Rad acknowledged that 
federal common law applied, the company argued that the court should follow California 
Supreme Court cases that barred attorneys from relying on privileged information for state law 
whistleblower claims.  The court rejected this argument on the grounds that the controlling case 
on this question, Van Asdale v. International Game Technology, established that state rules 
concerning attorney-client privilege do not apply to federal whistleblower claims.    
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https://www.law360.com/articles/881739/bio-rad-fired-gc-for-fcpa-leak-jury-told-at-trial-s-start


Whistleblower Lawyers and Privileged Information 

Following Van Asdale, the Wadler court ultimately determined that the “reason and experience” 
of federal common law regarding attorney-client privilege permitted Wadler to use evidence for 
his retaliation claim that would likely have been barred by state law. The court pointed to 
language in Rule 1.6 of Model Rule of Professional Conduct, cited favorably by several federal 
courts of appeals, allowing lawyers to reveal confidential or privileged information “to the extent 
the lawyer reasonably believes necessary…to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the 
lawyer in a controversy between the lawyer and the client….” The court explained that court 
procedures that protect any kind of confidential information – such as filing evidence under seal 
so that it is not publicly accessible – are sufficient “special measures…[to ensure] that such 
evidence is admitted only when plaintiff’s belief that it is necessary to prove a claim or defense 
is reasonable.” 

SOX Preempts State Ethical Rules 

For the reasons above, the court in Wadler followed precedent from the Ninth, Third, Fifth, and 
First Circuit Courts of Appeal in ruling that federal common law allows in-house attorneys to use 
privileged and confidential materials under certain circumstances in support of a whistleblower 
retaliation claim. In determining that federal rules trump state restrictions on such information, 
the court also ruled that an SEC regulation implementing SOX preempts state ethical rules for 
privilege, as well. This regulation, the “Standards of Professional Conduct for Attorneys,” 
permits an attorney to use her employer’s internal reporting process “in connection with any 
investigation, proceeding, or litigation in which the attorney’s compliance with [SOX] is in 
issue,” regardless of whether state ethics rules for attorneys otherwise bar such disclosures. 

Takeaways from Wadler 

Wadler illustrates the unique difficulties and legal hurdles that in-house attorneys face in 
bringing whistleblower retaliation claims. As the court observed, Wadler’s legal claim survived 
because it arose under federal law – had he attempted to use the same evidence in support of a 
California state law whistleblower claim in state court, he may well have been unable to proceed. 
What privilege law governs in a particular case, and what other laws might apply, varies by state 
and by federal jurisdiction. In-house attorneys (and their employment lawyers) in retaliation 
cases should carefully examine the relevant law on this matter to navigate inevitable disputes 
over privileged information that defendant employers will continue to raise. 

 

 

https://www.kmblegal.com/whistleblower-blog/whistleblowing-attorney-can-use-privileged-
information-evidence-retaliation-case  
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